
TABOO

T R A N S G R E S S I O N  I N  T H E  A G E  O F  T R U M P



TABOO
• First used in print in 1777, originates from the Tongan ‘Tabu’, meaning marked, or set apart.

• When James Cook asked for a definition, he was offered ‘consecrated, inviolable, forbidden, 
unclean or cursed’.

• While, superficially, something ‘taboo’ might be considered the opposite ‘sacred’, the concepts 
are entirely interdependent. 

• Conceptually taboo is something relegated to the supernatural realm, spiritually dangerous for 
mere mortals.

• From a sociological / anthropological perspective, priests, shamans, kings, and quasi divine 
rulers possess skills, either acquired or divinely given, that allow them to deal in the realm of 
taboo.



TABOO
• Rules that control our relationship with each other and the environment:  interpersonal 

relationships (sex, killing, status) or relationships with the environment (what can be 
planted, hunted, eaten, worn or how living spaces should be arranged and oriented).

• The three most historically prevalent taboos (present in almost all societies) are incest, 
patricide, and cannibalism.  
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CANNIBALISM, INCEST & MURDER

• There have always been exemptions to these prohibitions, and they have always had supernatural overtones: 
– Endocannibalism pertains to groups eating members of its own tribe, usually as part of a grieving process, to retain some 

aspect of the dead’s spirit or guide it to reincarnate in a living body.

– Exocannibalism refers to eating the flesh of those outside the community, usually to take on the characteristics (strength, 
bravery, cunning, skill) of those who are eaten.

– Roman Catholicism practices the metaphorical cannibalisation of the blood and body of Christ but, even in this symbolic 
form, the substances must be ‘transformed’ by a priest with ‘sacred knowledge’ (transubstantiation).

– Roman Egyptians sanctioned brother/sister marriages among royalty, since rulers were embodied gods who were tasked 
with certain celestial duties (like making sure the sun rose) that required a state of sacredness to achieve. 

– While generally forbidden in practice, many cultures have didactic stories of incest, but from Lot’s daughters to Oedipus 
Rex, this is always in the context of some divine interference. 

– Patricide/Fratricide/Matricide/Infanticide were all tolerated amongst royalty in times when rulers were considered to be 
divinely chosen; therefore these acts were seen as divinely sanctioned, guided or inspired.
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TABOO & STATUS
• It can be seen that all taboos can be broken by those of sufficient status.

• Limits are for peons, and for ‘other tribes’.

• US Evangelicals’ tolerance for sexual misconduct among high-ranking religious figures and their 
support for Trump, despite his breaking of numerous modern taboos: sexualising his own 
daughter, adultery, even the rumour of water-sports in Moscow.  

• It’s not that American Evangelicals reject these acts as untrue, but that men ‘anointed by God’ 
are exempt from blame for even the most heinous of transgressions.  So when Trump said he 
could shoot someone on 5th Avenue and still get their vote, he wasn’t wrong. 
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TRANSGRESSION: TABOO AFTER 
THE DEATH OF GOD
• After the Enlightenment, the Age of Reason transferred much of the authority from God onto 

the abstract ‘Brotherhood of Man’. As the authority of the Church as arbiter of the sacred and 
the profane waned, the concept of a power born of communal agreement between men took 
the ascendancy. 



IF GOD DOES 
NOT EXIST, 
EVERYTHING 
IS PERMITTED

Fyodor Dostoyevsky



SURREALISM AS TRANSGRESSION



TRANSGRESSION AS AN INVERSION 
OF CULTURAL VALUES.
• Class and race miscegenation

• Female desire

• Same sex sexuality

• Transgenderism

• And?


